
Ecoroof details
ECOROOF AREA: 697 m2 

DIRECTION: South facing

STOREY: Third floor

YEAR INSTALLED: 2010

NEW BUILD OR RETROFIT: Retrofit

TYPE OF ECOROOF: Extensive 

ECOROOF SYSTEM: Unknown

SUBSTRATE DEPTH: 10-15 cm 
(Bioroof’s Eco-Blend, tailored to site)

Plants: Native wildflower meadow 
species (seeds and plug plants) 
including: golden aster, prairie 
cinquefoil, blue flax, coreopsis, 
black-eyed Susans, low golden 
rod, and various native grasses 
and fescues.

ACCESS: Not accessible to the 
public; only accessible to NAIT 
researchers and maintenance 
personal.  Access was likely on 
a bi-weekly basis during the 
research phase. It has been 
infrequently accessed since the 
completion of the research. 
Access was enabled by a ladder.

Description

The installation of the ATB East building ecoroof was motivated by 
a growing interest in ecoroofs in Alberta and the desire of a group 
of professionals, NAIT professors, suppliers, and tenants (project 
team) to demonstrate this technology in Edmonton. 

The installation was also part of a LEED certification initiative. The roof was used 
primarily as a demonstration space for the building owner, a pilot for the green 
roof supplier (Bioroof), a proof-of-concept for the consulting team (that you can 
successfully grow a green roof in cold climate Edmonton in thin profile soils) and 
a test site for NAIT students in the Biology department. This ecoroof was partially 
funded by the Alberta Real Estate Foundation and the plants were donated by  
the Native Plant Society of Alberta (1,500 plug plants that included 17 species of 
grasses and forbs).

The growing media on this ecoroof, Bioroof’s Eco-blend, is unique as it was 
locally sourced from sustainable sites (including the City of Edmonton’s Compost 
Facility). They created this media blend in order to ideally suit the plantings and the 
environment. This high organic blend growth media was necessary to providing 
essential nutrients and unparalleled water holding capacity for the meadow species 
to surpass all expectations and flourish in such harsh climatic conditions.

This ecoroof retrofit also included thirteen 0.6 m x 2.4 m research test plots which 
were designed by NAIT to test growth media at depths of 7.5 cm, 10.0 cm, and 15.0 cm.  
Surprisingly, the best performance results were seen in plants in the 10.0 cm  
growth medium. This is beneficial as it allows ecoroofs to be designed with a 
shallower growth medium, thus will be more lightweight compared to an ecoroof 
that has 15 cm of growth medium. (Corden, Y. (2011). Efficacy of Green Roof Technology 
in Colder Climates. Earth Common Journal, 1(1), 72–79. https://doi.org/10.31542/j.ecj.25)

Ecoroof installation motivated by tenant request

PROJECT: ATB East Building

LOCATION: 10010 - 100 Avenue

BUILDING TYPE: Commercial

TOTAL ROOF AREA: 697 m2

ECOROOFS IN ALBERTA CASE STUDY: ATB EAST BUILDING
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Challenges
The design of the roof presented greater challenges than first anticipated as the 
building was constructed in the mid-1960s.  Although the structure and roof deck 
is of structural concrete, the load capacity, with accommodation for changes in the 
code for snow load, meant that the ecoroof builder could not construct a “heavy” 
ecoroof system.  Taking into consideration both the estimated dry and wet weight 
of the proposed ecoroof, the designer had to reconsider what they could actually 
install.  This resulted in the design of a much shallower depth of growing media than 
preferred, 13 cm.  Another limitation of the building was that the subject roof area 
was not provided with the means to water the ecoroof and there were no water taps 
present. Additionally, the owner/managers originally believed that Mother Nature 
would provide the needed moisture, and no additional watering would be required.  
Frost protected water taps were added into the scope of work to provide a rooftop 
water supply. Another challenge faced in the design phase was that the owner/
management originally wanted the roof to be accessible to visitors, but discovered 
that their insurance carrier would not permit this unless significant additional safety 
measures were added in to the project.  

During the construction phase, the team discovered that the original bubble 
skylights glazing seals had failed, and would need to be replaced; this added an 
extra cost that the owners had not anticipated.  Shortly after construction, it was 
also discovered that the sprayed-in-place growing media became a challenge for 
the air handling units on the roof top; the fines particles clogged the air intakes.  
However this only occurred during the first month or so of the ecoroof’s life and was 
resolved after the growing media settled. 

With regard to maintenance, the one challenge was recognition on the part of 
the building manager that someone would need to be assigned to the ongoing 
maintenance of the ecoroof, if the system was to achieve sustainability.  The team 
was initially fortunate that shortly after installing the growing media, there was 
ample rain and the first spring/summer provided the rooftop with a full carpet of 
wild flowers and grasses.  A challenge that developed after the first spring/summer/
fall cycle was recognition that we had not accounted for radiant reflection from the 
skylight enclosures.  The growing media adjacent the skylights ultimately became 
burned and dried-out. 

Benefits
Benefits to wildlife and biodiversity 
are apparent on this ecoroof as 
evident by the nesting of Canada 
geese every year. Additionally, 
the ecoroof allowed the building 
owners to gain points towards LEED 
certification for the building.

The ecoroof system (Bioroof’s 
Eco-System) was promoted in the 
local media and brought a lot of 
positive attention to the project.  
Unfortunately, due to Insurance 
limitations, it was difficult to share the 
ecoroof with more interested parties.  
A few guided tours were provided 
during the first season.

The project team received several 
positive comments from guests 
staying in the Hotel MacDonald across 
the street, who enjoyed looking down 
on to the roof and seeing the carpet 
of Alberta Wild Flowers that had 
bloomed up during the first spring/
summer.

Lessons Learned
Installation of the ecoroof was 
timed efficiently as the waterproof 
membrane was in need of 
replacement, thus creating efficiencies 
in time and costs.

From a designer/builder standpoint, 
always ensure the owner/manager of 
the ecoroof is not only aware of the 
upfront details (costs, specs, etc.), 
but also has a full understanding that 
ecoroofs are a system that needs 
a plan for care and maintenance 
to inspect the roof and to provide 
consistent vegetated cover and 
remove unwanted invasive species.
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